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When American armies entered Germany in the spring of 1945, they discovered large amounts of gold hidden by the Germans. At that time, elements of the U.S. Third Army, racing across Germany, stopped at the Kaiseroda Mine at Merkers, because they had been informed by local residents that the German Reichsbank had, within the preceding weeks, stored gold and other valuables there. Upon entering the mine, the soldiers found stacks of gold bars, bags of gold coins, and millions of dollars’ worth of foreign currencies, art treasures, and other valuables that had been looted from central banks in German-occupied countries, individual civilians, and victims of Nazi persecution. When an accounting of the gold was taken by the U.S. Army, with the help of U.S. Treasury officials, it was determined that the gold was worth $238.5 million (equivalent to approximately $2.5 billion today). During subsequent weeks, the U.S. Army uncovered gold valued at about $14 million in Reichsbank branches as well as $9.7 million from other sources. By that summer much of it was stored in the Reichsbank building in Frankfurt in the custody of the Foreign Exchange Depository (FED), a section of the Office of Military Government, United States (OMGUS) of the American occupation force in Germany. The FED worked with Allied governments, occupation authorities, and the Tripartite Gold Commission (TGC) in inventorying and making distributions.

The TGC had its origins in the Paris Conference on Reparation of 1945 attended by the representatives of the governments of Albania, Australia, Belgium, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Egypt, France, Greece, India, Luxembourg, New Zealand, the Netherlands, Norway, the Union of South Africa, the United Kingdom, the United States, and Yugoslavia. An Agreement on Reparation was signed on January 14, 1946.

Subsequently, Austria, Italy, and Poland joined the other countries in adhering to the Paris Agreement for the restitution of monetary gold as set out in Part III of the Agreement on Reparation, entitled “Restitution of Monetary Gold.” Basically, this provided that monetary gold looted by Germany and recovered by the Allied Forces, and monetary gold recovered from third countries, should be pooled and distributed to claimant countries in proportion to their losses.

The British, French, and U.S. governments became responsible for verifying claims and distributing the gold. On September 27, 1946, the Tripartite Commission for the Restitution of Monetary Gold was established, and the three governments each appointed a commissioner. The three commissioners were instructed by, and reported to, their respective governments. The Paris Agreement of 1946 did not impose any formal requirements on the three governments to report back to the
signatories of the Paris Agreement or to the claimant governments. The proceedings of the TGC were considered confidential to the member governments because of the sensitivity of the adjudication of competing claims and of international movements of monetary gold.

The TGC was established in Brussels, co-located with the Inter-Allied Reparation Agency (IARA). The first commissioners were also the three governments’ commissioners to the IARA, though the commission was constitutionally separate from and independent of the IARA. The TGC was recognized as an international organization as a result of a Belgian law of August 1, 1952, retroactive to September 27, 1946.

By mid-1948 a considerable quantity of looted monetary gold had been taken into custody by the Allied authorities, primarily the Americans, or identified as having been deposited in their countries. By July 1948, a total of about 306,343 kg (kilograms) of gold in bars and coins had been deposited with the Federal Reserve Bank of New York or the Bank of England or was held at the FED in Frankfurt by OMGUS. By December 1974, the grand total available for restitution was 336,890 kg (about $4.1 billion at today’s prices).

On March 13, 1947, the TGC issued a questionnaire to potential claimant countries seeking information that would allow it to make awards from the gold pool on a proportionate basis. Claims were submitted by Albania, Austria, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Greece, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Poland, and Yugoslavia. Their claims totaled about 735,548 kg, more than double the amount in the gold pool. The total claims validated by the TGC came to about 514,060 kg.

The TGC decided that since the amount claimed was more than the amount in the gold pool, the claimant governments would each receive approximately 64 percent of their claim. The drafting of adjudications of claims began in 1952, and by 1958 ten adjudications had been signed by the commissioners on behalf of their governments. The eleventh, for Czechoslovakia, was signed in 1982.

In October 1947, the TGC began making preliminary distributions of gold. By November 1950, a total of about 266,210 kg of gold (worth about $3.3 billion at today’s prices) was distributed to Austria, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, and Yugoslavia. The distribution of the share allocated to Albania was delayed because of a counterclaim by Italy to most of the gold in question. No preliminary distribution was made to Greece because the amount of the Greek claim was very small. Poland did not receive any of the preliminary distribution because, as a late adherent to the Paris Agreement, its claim was not made until 1950.

A second, quasi-final distribution took place between 1958 and 1982, when a total of about 58,016 kg (worth about $720 million at today’s prices) was distributed to Austria, Belgium, Greece, Italy, Luxembourg, Yugoslavia, the Netherlands, Poland, and Czechoslovakia. The distribution to Albania did not take place until the winter of 1995–1996.
Most of the remaining gold held by the TGC, some six tons, worth about $60 million in today’s dollars, was in September 1998, with the approval of most claimant nations, turned over to a special fund for victims of Nazi persecution. In Paris on September 9, 1998, the TGC declared its mission complete and opened its records, some 110 boxes, to the public. About $300,000 worth of the remaining gold at that time was still under dispute by the governments that made up the former Yugoslavia; each wants it all. The British government will decide the issue if no accord can be reached.
SOURCE NOTE
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ACRONYM LIST

The following abbreviations are used throughout this guide.

BIS  Bank for International Settlements
OMGUS  Office of Military Government for Germany, United States
TGC  Tripartite Gold Commission
**REEL INDEX**

Entries in the index refer to specific folders within *Records of the Tripartite Commission for the Restitution of Monetary Gold, 1946–1998, Part 1: Meetings Files and Background Documents*. The folders in this microform publication are grouped under two headings: Meeting Files and Background Documents. Significant issues, events, actions, and policy decisions are highlighted under the heading *Major Topics*. Individual topics have not been listed for the French-language version of the Tripartite Gold Commission’s report. The four-digit number on the far left is the frame number at which the main file folder begins. The indented four-digit numbers are the frame numbers at which subfiles within the main folders begin. In the Meeting Files section, the subfiles and documents within the subfiles have been arranged in reverse chronological order. Where applicable, the foreign-language file titles have been retained with English translations in brackets.

### Reel 1

*Frame No.*

**Meetings Files**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 0002 | 69th Meeting, July 23, 1948. 2 frames.  
*Major Topic*: Gold deliveries to Italy and Austria. |
| 0004 | 68th Meeting, July 15, 1948. 3 frames.  
*Major Topics*: Yugoslavian and Albanian claims; gold deliveries to Bank of England. |
| 0007 | 67th Meeting, July 6, 1948. 4 frames.  
| 0011 | 66th Meeting, June 25, 1948. 2 frames.  
*Major Topics*: Gold deliveries to France; allocations to Albania, Austria, Greece, and the Netherlands. |
| 0013 | 65th Meeting, June 22–24, 1948. 4 frames.  
*Major Topics*: Frankfurt, Germany, gold consignments; Greek claims; gold deliveries to France. |
| 0017 | 64th Meeting, June 14, 1948. 3 frames.  
*Major Topics*: Frankfurt, Germany, gold consignments; Belgian, Albanian, Yugoslav, Luxembourguian, and Greek claims. |
0020 63rd Meeting, May 20, 1948. 2 frames.
*Major Topic*: Italian allocations.

0022 62nd Meeting, May 10, 1948. 4 frames.
*Major Topics*: Agreement with U.S. military government; Austrian, Belgian, Czech, Dutch, Polish, and Yugoslav allocations.

0026 61st Meeting, May 3, 1948. 7 frames.
*Major Topics*: Gold deliveries to Czechoslovakia; Frankfurt gold transport; Czech claims.

0033 60th Meeting, April 9, 1948. 2 frames.
*Major Topic*: Italian and Greek claims.

0035 59th Meeting, April 7–8, 1948. 3 frames.
*Major Topics*: Albanian, Italian, and Greek claims; claims from private persons.

0038 58th Meeting, April 2, 1948. 6 frames.
*Major Topics*: Frankfurt gold transfers; Italian, Yugoslav, and Greek claims.

0044 57th Meeting, March 19, 1948. 1 frame.
*Major Topic*: Austrian allocation.

0045 56th Meeting, March 17, 1948. 7 frames.

0052 55th Meeting, March 11, 1948. 3 frames.
*Major Topic*: Romanian claims.

0055 54th Meeting, March 4, 1948. 2 frames.
*Major Topic*: Frankfurt gold transport.

0057 53rd Meeting, March 2, 1948. 4 frames.
*Major Topic*: Frankfurt gold transport.

0061 52nd Meeting, February 25, 1948. 3 frames.
*Major Topics*: Frankfurt gold transport; Austrian allocation.

0064 51st Meeting, February 23, 1948. 3 frames.
*Major Topic*: Frankfurt gold transport.

0067 50th Meeting, February 23, 1948. 1 frame.
*Major Topic*: Nominations.

0068 49th Meeting, February 21, 1948. 2 frames.
*Major Topics*: British Zone gold returns; BIS gold losses.
0070 48th Meeting, February 13–14, 1948. 3 frames.  
*Majord Topics:* Frankfurt gold transport; Yugoslav allocations; claims by private persons; Dutch, Czech, and Albanian claims.

0073 47th Meeting, February 12, 1948. 3 frames.  
*Majord Topics:* Frankfurt gold transport; Yugoslav, Dutch, and Albanian claims.

0076 46th Meeting, February 6, 1948. 2 frames.  
*Majord Topics:* Albanian, Austrian, and Czech allocations; Frankfurt gold transport.

0078 45th Meeting, February 2, 1948. 2 frames.  
*Majord Topics:* Frankfurt gold transport; Austrian allocation.

0080 44th Meeting, January 30, 1948. 2 frames.  
*Majord Topics:* Austrian, Albanian, and Czech allocations; claims by private persons; Czech, Dutch, Polish, and Italian claims.

0082 43rd Meeting, January 29, 1948. 2 frames.  
*Majord Topics:* Claims by private persons; Austrian and Belgian claims; Frankfurt gold transport.

0084 42nd Meeting, January 27, 1948. 3 frames.  
*Majord Topics:* Secretariat reorganization; Frankfurt gold transport; Austrian, Czech, and Albanian allocations.

0087 41st Meeting, January 21, 1948. 1 frame.  
*Majord Topic:* Frankfurt gold transport.

0088 40th Meeting, January 20, 1948. 2 frames.  
*Majord Topics:* Claims by private persons; Polish claims.

*Majord Topic:* Albanian and Czech claims.

0091 38th Meeting, January 16, 1948. 1 frame.  
*Majord Topic:* Austrian allocation.

0092 37th Meeting, January 16, 1948. 3 frames.  
*Majord Topic:* Albanian, Czech, Greek, Italian, Dutch, and Austrian claims.

0095 36th Meeting, January 12, 1948. 3 frames.  
*Majord Topics:* Austrian claim; Frankfurt gold transport.

0098 35th Meeting, December 18, 1947. 2 frames.  
*Majord Topic:* Frankfurt gold transport.

0100 34th Meeting, December 16, 1947. 1 frame.
0101 33rd Meeting, December 13, 1947. 1 frame.

0102 32nd Meeting, December 9, 1947. 1 frame.  
*Majors Topic*: Frankfurt gold transport.

0103 31st Meeting, December 4–5, 1947. 3 frames.  
*Majors Topic*: Austrian, Luxembourgerian, and Czech claims.

0106 30th Meeting, November 19, 1947. 2 frames.  
*Majors Topic*: Austrian allocation.

0108 29th Meeting, November 15, 1947. 2 frames.  
*Majors Topics*: Gold pool transfers; Austrian and Czech claims.

0110 28th Meeting, November 12, 1948. 1 frame.  
*Majors Topic*: Dutch gold allocation.

0111 27th Meeting, November 10, 1947. 1 frame.

0112 26th Meeting, November 6, 1947. 2 frames.  
*Majors Topic*: Polish and Austrian claims.

0114 25th Meeting, October 26, 1947. 1 frame.  
*Majors Topic*: Belgian and Luxembourgerian allocations.

0115 24th Meeting, October 24, 1947. 1 frame.  
*Majors Topic*: Belgian and Luxembourgerian allocations.

0116 23rd Meeting, October 22, 1947. 1 frame.

0117 22nd Meeting, October 21, 1947. 1 frame.  
*Majors Topic*: Austrian claims.

0118 21st Meeting, October 18, 1947. 2 frames.  
*Majors Topic*: Gold allocation procedures.

0120 20th Meeting, October 17, 1947. 2 frames.  
*Majors Topic*: Belgian, Dutch, and French allocations.

0122 19th Meeting, October 16, 1947. 2 frames.  
*Majors Topic*: Austrian claims.

0124 18th Meeting, October 14, 1947. 2 frames.  
*Majors Topic*: Austrian, Italian, Belgian, and Luxembourgerian allocations.

0126 17th Meeting, October 13, 1947. 2 frames.  
*Majors Topic*: Frankfurt gold transfers.

0128 16th Meeting, October 11, 1947. 2 frames.  
*Majors Topic*: Italian and Austrian claims.
0130 15th Meeting, October 9, 1947. 2 frames.

0132 14th Meeting, October 7, 1947. 1 frame.

0133 13th Meeting, October 6, 1947. 2 frames.  
Major Topics: Polish claim; Belgian allocation.

0135 12th Meeting, October 6, 1947. 4 frames.  
Major Topic: Polish, Austrian, Albanian, Belgian, Czech, Greek,  
Italian, Yugoslav, and Dutch claims.

0139 11th Meeting, October 3, 1947. 2 frames.  
Major Topic: Dutch claims.

0141 10th Meeting, September 29, 1947. 3 frames.  
Major Topics: Frankfurt gold distribution; Albanian, Czech, Italian,  
Dutch, and Polish claims.

0144 9th Meeting, September 20, 1947. 2 frames.  
Major Topic: Commission expenses and administration.

0146 8th Meeting, September 15, 1947. 7 frames.  
Major Topics: Czech claims; gold allocation procedures.

0153 7th Meeting, August 5, 1947. 6 frames.  
Major Topics: Restitution procedures; Albanian, Belgian, Greek,  
Luxembourgian, Czech, Yugoslav, and Polish claims.

Major Topics: Restitution procedures; study of claims; Czech and  
Italian claims.

0172 5th Meeting, July 2, 1947. 4 frames.  
Major Topics: Greek claims; restitution procedures.

0176 4th Meeting, May 13, 1947. 4 frames.  
Major Topic: Restitution procedures.

0180 3rd Meeting, March 11, 1947. 1 frame.

0181 2nd Meeting, March 5, 1947. 2 frames.  
Major Topic: Secretariat appointment.

0183 1st Meeting, December 8, 1946. 2 frames.  
Major Topic: Establishment of commission.

125 frames.

0186 94th Meeting, July 11–12, 1950. 12 frames.
Major Topics: Gold deliveries to Sweden; Albanian, Czech, and Polish claims.

0198 93rd Meeting, June 23, 1950. 4 frames.
Major Topic: Italian, Albanian, Czech, Polish, and Yugoslav claims.

0202 92nd Meeting, May 16–17, 1950. 9 frames.
Major Topics: Albanian, Italian, Yugoslav, Greek, Czech, and Polish claims; Swedish gold delivery.

0211 91st Meeting, April 25, 1950. 2 frames.
Major Topic: Commission composition and procedures.

0213 90th Meeting, April 3, 1950. 5 frames.
Major Topics: Dollfus Mieg case; American representation; commission procedures; Yugoslav claim.

0218 89th Meeting, February 24, 1950. 5 frames.
Major Topics: Commission procedures; Greek, Yugoslav, and Czech claims.

0223 88th Meeting, January 26, 1950. 2 frames.
Major Topic: Commission procedures.

0225 87th Meeting, December 30, 1949. 2 frames.
Major Topic: Gold deliveries to the Netherlands.

0227 86th Meeting, December 9, 1949. 5 frames.
Major Topics: Gold deliveries to the Netherlands and Sweden; Italian and Polish claims; gold transfers from Austria to Bank of England.

0232 85th Meeting, October 15, 1949. 8 frames.
Major Topics: Commission procedures; Belgian, Greek, Yugoslav, and Czech claims; claims by private persons.

0240 84th Meeting, September 19, 1949. 8 frames.
Major Topic: Belgian, Greek, and Yugoslav claims.

0248 83rd Meeting, July 19, 1949. 3 frames.
Major Topics: Italian and Polish claims; commission procedures.

0251 82nd Meeting, May 31, 1949. 4 frames.
Major Topics: Chairman Alex Daspit’s resignation; commission procedures.
0255  81st Meeting, April 29, 1949. 4 frames.  
*Major Topic:* Italian, Czech, and Greek claims.

0259  80th Meeting, March 30, 1950. 4 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Bank of France assay and melting charges; Italian, Czech, and Yugoslav claims.

0263  79th Meeting, March 21, 1949. 2 frames.  
*Major Topic:* Claims by private persons.

0265  78th Meeting, March 10, 1949. 3 frames.  
*Major Topic:* Austrian, Luxembourghian, Belgian, and Yugoslav claims.

0268  77th Meeting, March 2, 1949. 5 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Greek claims; gold deliveries to Sweden; commission procedures; Dollfus Mieg case.

0273  76th Meeting, February 11, 1949. 5 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Greek, Italian, Yugoslav, and Polish claims; Bank of France expense reimbursement; gold deliveries to Albania and Sweden.

0278  75th Meeting, January 27, 1949. 4 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Disallowed claims; Yugoslav and Czech claims.

0282  74th Meeting, January 17, 1949. 6 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Disallowed claims; Italian claims; Bank of France expense reimbursement.

0288  73rd Meeting, November 5, 1948. 5 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Insurance claims; Spanish gold transfers to Bank of England; Frankfurt gold receipts; commission procedures; Italian claims.

0293  72nd Meeting, October 4, 1948. 7 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Italian, Czech, and Polish claims; Dollfus Mieg case.

0300  71st Meeting, September 15, 1948. 4 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Austrian allocation; Salzburg gold amounts; French reimbursement for assay costs; insurance claims.

0304  70th Meeting, September 1948. 6 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Gold deliveries to Yugoslavia; insurance claims; Bank of France expense reimbursement; receipting and accounting for gold deliveries; reviews of claims.
Frame No.

0310  **TGC Minutes, 95th Meeting–106th Meeting, July 18, 1950–April 26, 1951.** 119 frames.

0311  106th Meeting, April 26, 1951. 19 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Commission procedures; Luxembourguian and Greek claims.

0330  105th Meeting, March 29, 1951. 6 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Commission procedures; Polish and Greek claims.

0336  104th Meeting, February 19, 1951. 4 frames.  
*Major Topic:* Czech and Greek claims.

0340  103rd Meeting, February 12, 1951. 19 frames.  
*Major Topic:* Polish and Greek claims.

0359  102nd Meeting, January 24 and 30, 1951. 12 frames.  
*Major Topic:* Yugoslav, Polish, Czech, and Greek claims.

0371  101st Meeting, December 22, 1950. 5 frames.  
*Major Topic:* Czech, Belgian, and Yugoslav claims.

0376  100th Meeting, November 17 and 20, 1950. 24 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Yugoslav allocation; Albanian, Italian, Czech, Polish, and Belgian claims.

0400  99th Meeting, October 9 and 13, 1950. 8 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Italian, Albanian, Czech, and Yugoslav claims; commission procedures.

0408  98th Meeting, September 5, 1950. 3 frames.  
*Major Topic:* Polish claims.

0411  97th Meeting, August 21, 1950. 8 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Italian, Albanian, Czech, and Polish claims; gold deliveries to the Netherlands.

0419  96th Meeting, July 26, 1950. 6 frames.  
*Major Topic:* Italian, Albanian, Czech, and Belgian claims.

0425  95th Meeting, July 18, 1950. 4 frames.  
*Major Topic:* Belgian claims.

0429  **TGC Minutes, 107th Meeting–120th Meeting, May 21, 1951–March 15, 1952.** 146 frames.

0430  120th Meeting, March 15, 1952. 4 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Commission procedures; Salzburg gold problems.

0434  119th Meeting, March 12, 1952. 2 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Gold deliveries to Belgium; Dollfus Mieg case.
0436 118th Meeting, November 27, 1951. 11 frames.
*Major Topics*: Commission procedures; Luxembourgian, Yugoslav, and Czech claims.

0447 117th Meeting, November 21, 1951. 4 frames.
*Major Topics*: Czech, Austrian, and Dutch claims; commission procedures.

0451 116th Meeting, November 20, 1951. 3 frames.
*Major Topics*: Dutch claims; commission procedures.

0454 115th Meeting, November 14, 1951. 7 frames.
*Major Topic*: Dutch, Czech, Belgian, and Yugoslav claims.

0461 114th Meeting, October 30, 1951. 40 frames.
*Major Topics*: Salzburg gold; Italian, Belgian, Yugoslav, and Austrian claims.

0501 113th Meeting, September 24, 1951. 4 frames.
*Major Topic*: Austrian claims.

0505 112th Meeting, September 3, 1951. 12 frames.
*Major Topics*: Commission procedures; Austrian, Dutch, Belgian, and Czech claims.

0517 111th Meeting, July 31, 1951. 4 frames.
*Major Topic*: Italian, Albanian, Yugoslav, Czech, and Belgian claims.

0521 110th Meeting, July 25, 1951. 22 frames.
*Major Topics*: Commission procedures; Greek, Luxembourgian, Czech, Austrian, Belgian, French, Yugoslav, and Italian claims.

0543 109th Meeting, June 27, 1951. 5 frames.
*Major Topics*: Commission procedures; gold transfers to Bank of England; Greek, Dutch, and Albanian claims.

0548 108th Meeting, June 12 and 16, 1951. 20 frames.
*Major Topics*: Greek, Albanian, and Yugoslav claims; commission procedures.

0568 107th Meeting, May 21, 1951. 7 frames.
*Major Topic*: Austrian, Dutch, Albanian, and Czech claims.


0576 154th Meeting, October 13, 1958. 4 frames.
*Major Topics*: Chairman Sir Ronald Wingate’s resignation; commission procedures; election of new chairman.
0580 153rd Meeting, June 9, 1958. 3 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Letters of allocation and adjudications; commission procedures.

0583 152nd Meeting, May 7, 1958. 5 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Commission procedures; Belgian and Luxembourghian allocations; Greek claims.

0588 151st Meeting, April 2, 1958. 11 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Commission procedures; Greek and Dutch allocations.

0599 150th Meeting, December 9, 1957. 3 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Commission procedures; Staff Provident Fund administration.

0602 149th Meeting, July 11, 1957. 3 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Commission claims recommendations and procedures; Italian and Dutch claims.

0605 148th Meeting, May 9, 1957. 11 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Commission claims recommendations and procedures; Italian and Dutch claims.

0616 147th Meeting, March 29, 1957. 9 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Distribution schedule; letters of allocation; Italian, Dutch, and Albanian claims.

0625 146th Meeting, March 25, 1957. 15 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Commission procedures; Czech claims; letters of allocation.

0640 145th Meeting, February 11, 1957. 4 frames.  
*Major Topic:* Commission procedures.

0644 144th Meeting, December 10, 1956. 2 frames.  
*Major Topic:* Commission procedures.

0646 143rd Meeting, October 8, 1956. 3 frames.  
*Major Topic:* Commission adjudications and procedures.

0649 142nd Meeting, May 4, 1956. 3 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Italian claims; commission procedures.

0652 141st Meeting, March 20, 1956. 2 frames.  
*Major Topic:* Commission procedures.

0654 140th Meeting, February 16, 1956. 3 frames.  
*Major Topic:* Italian and Dutch claims.

0657 139th Meeting, October 13, 1955. 4 frames.  
*Major Topic:* Dutch, Czech, and Belgian claims.
0661 138th Meeting, September 11, 1955. 8 frames.  
Major Topics: Commission procedures; Czech, Belgian, and Italian claims.

0669 137th Meeting, March 24, 1955. 4 frames.  
Major Topics: Gold transportation costs; commission procedures; Czech claims.

0673 136th Meeting, February 9, 1955. 2 frames.  
Major Topic: Yugoslav claims.

0675 135th Meeting, December 6, 1954. 15 frames.  
Major Topics: Commission procedures; Czech, Belgian, and Yugoslav claims.

0690 134th Meeting, October 11, 1954. 13 frames.  
Major Topics: Commission procedures; gold recovery from Switzerland.

0703 133rd Meeting, July 7, 1954. 4 frames.  
Major Topics: Albanian and Yugoslav claims; commission procedures.

0707 132nd Meeting, May 3, 1954. 3 frames.  
Major Topics: Salzburg gold; gold transfers to Federal Reserve Bank of New York; commission procedures; Yugoslav claims.

0710 131st Meeting, December 11, 1953. 5 frames.  
Major Topics: Istcambi gold; Italian and Albanian claims; gold deliveries to Austria, Yugoslavia, and the Bank of France; Albanian allocation; Salzburg gold accounting procedures; gold transfers to Federal Reserve Bank of New York.

0715 130th Meeting, October 16 and 19, 1953. 11 frames.  
Major Topics: Albanian and Italian claims; commission procedures; hidden gold caches in French Zone; Dollfus Mieg case.

0726 129th Meeting, July 24, 1953. 6 frames.  
Major Topics: Commission procedures; Austrian, Yugoslav, Italian, and Albanian claims; Dollfus Mieg case.

0732 128th Meeting, February 24, 1953. 4 frames.  
Major Topics: Commission procedures; Istcambi gold; Yugoslav claims.

0736 127th Meeting, January 12, 1953. 4 frames.  
Major Topic: Yugoslav claims.

0740 126th Meeting, November 14, 1952. 6 frames.  
Major Topics: Czech, Yugoslav, and Polish gold deliveries; Yugoslav and Polish claims; Istcambi gold; Dollfus Mieg case.

0746 125th Meeting, June 20, 1952. 5 frames.  
Major Topics: Yugoslav, Italian, and Luxembourgnian claims; Salzburg gold.
0751 124th Meeting, May 23, 1952. 5 frames.
Major Topics: Italian, Czech, Yugoslav, and Luxembourguian claims; commission procedures.

0756 123rd Meeting, April 22, 1952. 10 frames.
Major Topics: Czech, Greek, Belgian, Polish, Luxembourguian, Austrian, and Italian claims; commission procedures; Istcambi gold.

0766 122nd Meeting, April 10, 1952. 6 frames.
Major Topics: Salzburg gold; commission procedures; Yugoslav claims.

0772 121st Meeting, March 27, 1952. 5 frames.
Major Topic: Commission procedures.

0777 TGC Minutes, 155th Meeting–168th Meeting, October 12, 1959–March 10, 1964. 91 frames.

0778 168th Meeting, March 10, 1964. 8 frames.
Major Topics: Dutch and Czech claims; commission procedures.

0786 167th Meeting, February 24, 1964. 3 frames.
Major Topic: Czech and Dutch claims.

0789 166th Meeting, November 21, 1963. 18 frames.
Major Topic: Dutch claims.

0807 165th Meeting, June 18, 1963. 3 frames.
Major Topics: Dutch claims; commission procedures.

0810 164th Meeting, May 6, 1963. 4 frames.
Major Topic: Dutch claims.

0814 163rd Meeting, May 6, 1963. 6 frames.
Major Topic: Dutch claims.

0820 162nd Meeting, May 4, 1963. 5 frames.
Major Topic: Dutch claims.

0825 161st Meeting, February 26, 1963. 5 frames.
Major Topics: Dutch claims; commission procedures.

0830 160th Meeting, [October 8, 1962?]. 3 frames.
Major Topics: Commission procedures; Dutch claims.

0833 159th Meeting, January 29, 1962. 5 frames.
Major Topics: Commission procedures; Czech claims.
0838 158th Meeting, November 20, 1961. 4 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Commission procedures; Danish position on gold pool; Czech and Dutch claims.

*Major Topics:* Commission procedures; Italo-Dutch Conciliation Commission; gold deliveries list.

0846 156th Meeting, October 17, 1960. 15 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Commission procedures; Dutch claims.

0861 155th Meeting, October 12, 1959. 7 frames.  
*Major Topic:* Commission report and procedures.

0868 **TGC Minutes, 169th Meeting–220th Meeting, April 21, 1964–May 25, 1988.** 172 frames.

*Major Topic:* Guy Lombard's appointment as chairman.

0870 219th Meeting, December 9, 1987. 1 frame.  
*Major Topic:* Commission expenses.

0871 218th Meeting, May 29, 1985. 1 frame.  
*Major Topic:* Gold deliveries to Albania.

0872 217th Meeting, March 12, 1985. 1 frame.  
*Major Topic:* Negotiations with Albania.

0873 216th Meeting, May 23, 1984. 1 frame.  
*Major Topic:* M. E. McDonnell's appointment as chairman.

0874 215th Meeting, October 25, 1983. 3 frames.  
*Major Topic:* Report of finding of Nazi gold in Norway declared to be a hoax.

0877 214th Meeting, May 27, 1983. 4 frames.  
*Major Topic:* Commission procedures.

0881 213th Meeting, May 6, 1983. 2 frames.  
*Major Topic:* Commission procedures.

0883 212th Meeting, October 28, 1982. 2 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Gold deliveries to Czechoslovakia; negotiations with Albania.

0885 211th Meeting, June 16, 1982. 1 frame.  
*Major Topic:* Gold deliveries to Czechoslovakia.

0886 210th Meeting, March 2, 1982. 2 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Gold deliveries to Czechoslovakia; commission procedures.
209th Meeting, February 20, 1982. 2 frames.
Major Topic: Gold deliveries to Czechoslovakia.

208th Meeting, February 12, 1982. 2 frames.
Major Topics: Gold deliveries to Czechoslovakia; verification and insurance of gold.

207th Meeting, February 9, 1982. 2 frames.
Major Topics: Gold deliveries to Czechoslovakia; commission expenses.

206th Meeting, December 15, 1981. 2 frames.
Major Topic: Gold deliveries to Czechoslovakia.

205th Meeting, December 3, 1981. 2 frames.
Major Topics: Commission procedures; Czech allocation.

204th Meeting, November 12, 1981. 2 frames.
Major Topic: Czech allocation.

203rd Meeting, October 19, 1981. 3 frames.
Major Topics: Commission procedures; Czech allocation.

202nd Meeting, February 18, 1981. 2 frames.
Major Topic: Czech and Albanian claims.

201st Meeting, October 17, 1980. 2 frames.
Major Topics: Jacques Dalberto’s election as chairman; Czech and Albanian claims; commission procedures and accounts.

200th Meeting, June 18, 1979. 2 frames.
Major Topic: Commission procedures.

199th Meeting, November 7, 1978. 4 frames.
Major Topics: Czech claims; Robert Kaufman’s appointment as chairman; commission procedures.

198th Meeting, October 21, 1977. 1 frame.
Major Topic: Sergei de Tschaikowsky’s election as chairman.

197th Meeting, December 14, 1976. 2 frames.
Major Topic: Commission procedures.

196th Meeting, October 27, 1976. 2 frames.
Major Topics: Ruth H. Phillips’s election as chairman; Czech claims.

195th Meeting, July 12, 1976. 2 frames.
Major Topic: Gold deliveries to Poland.
0920 194th Meeting, July 9, 1976. 2 frames.  
*Major Topic:* Gold deliveries to Poland.

*Major Topic:* Polish claims.

0923 192nd Meeting, June 28, 1976. 2 frames.  
*Major Topic:* Polish claims.

0925 191st Meeting, June 2, 1976. 2 frames.  
*Major Topics:* I. S. Winchester’s election as chairman; Polish claims.

0927 190th Meeting, September 17, 1974. 4 frames.  
*Major Topic:* Czech claims.

0931 189th Meeting, July 11, 1974. 2 frames.  
*Major Topic:* Commission procedures.

0933 188th Meeting, February 1, 1973. 3 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Commission procedures; Polish claims; gold deliveries to the Netherlands.

0936 187th Meeting, May 31, 1972. 5 frames.  
*Major Topic:* Commission expenses and procedures.

0941 186th Meeting, January 21, 1972. 3 frames.  
*Major Topic:* Commission expenses.

0944 185th Meeting, December 17, 1971. 2 frames.  
*Major Topic:* Commission procedures.

0946 184th Meeting, June 3, 1971. 2 frames.  
*Major Topic:* Commission procedures.

0948 183rd Meeting, March 3, 1971. 3 frames.  
*Major Topic:* Commission procedures.

0951 182nd Meeting, May 12, 1970. 5 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Commission procedures and expenses; Polish claims.

0956 181st Meeting, December 3, 1969. 6 frames.  
*Major Topic:* Commission procedures.

0962 180th Meeting, July 1, 1969. 5 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Commission procedures; Polish claims.

0967 179th Meeting, June 4, 1969. 6 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Commission report and procedures; Polish claims.
0973 178th Meeting, December 13, 1968. 7 frames. 
Major Topics: Commission procedures, report, and expenses; Dutch claims.

0980 177th Meeting, May 23, 1967. 6 frames. 
Major Topics: Czech and Dutch claims; commission procedures.

0986 176th Meeting, November 4, 1966. 7 frames. 
Major Topics: Commission report and procedures; gold pool administration.

0993 175th Meeting, June 21, 1966. 5 frames. 
Major Topic: Commission procedures and report.

0998 174th Meeting, February 24, 1966. 3 frames. 
Major Topics: Commission report and expenses; Staff Provident Fund.

1001 173rd Meeting, July 6, 1965. 4 frames. 
Major Topics: Czech and Dutch claims; disposal of Albanian share of gold pool.

1005 172nd Meeting, January 26, 1965. 16 frames. 
Major Topics: Dutch claims; commission procedures.

1021 171st Meeting, October 13, 1964. 11 frames. 
Major Topics: Dutch claims; gold deliveries to Czechoslovakia; disposal of Albanian share of gold pool.

1032 170th Meeting, June 10, 1964. 7 frames. 
Major Topics: Commission procedures; disposal of Albanian share of gold pool; gold deliveries to Czechoslovakia.

1039 169th Meeting, April 21, 1964. 1 frame. 
Major Topic: Gold deliveries to Czechoslovakia.

Reel 2
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116 frames.

0002 251st Meeting, August 28, 1998. 3 frames. 
Major Topics: Distribution of remaining gold pool share to former Yugoslavia successor states; commission closure and final report.

0005 250th Meeting, August 19, 1998. 3 frames. 
Major Topics: Allocation for the former Yugoslavia; commission closure and final report.
0008  249th Meeting, July 13, 1998. 4 frames.  
**Major Topics:** Gold deliveries to Albania; allocation for former Yugoslavia; commission closure and final report; gold pool closure.

**Major Topics:** Final gold distribution to Austria, Poland, Czech Republic, Italy, Greece, Slovak Republic, and Luxembourg; commission closure and final report; closure of gold pool.

0015  247th Meeting, May 29, 1998. 3 frames.  
**Major Topics:** Final gold distribution to Albania, Austria, Czech Republic, Greece, Luxembourg, Poland, and the Slovak Republic; negotiations regarding share for the former Yugoslavia.

0018  246th Meeting, April 30, 1998. 2 frames.  
**Major Topic:** Final gold distribution to Belgium and Italy.

0020  245th Meeting, April 22, 1998. 2 frames.  
**Major Topic:** Final gold distribution to the Netherlands, Italy, and Belgium.

0022  244th Meeting, March 30, 1998. 3 frames.  
**Major Topic:** Final gold pool shares for the Netherlands, Greece, Belgium, Italy, and the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia.

0025  243rd Meeting, March 2, 1998. 4 frames.  
**Major Topics:** Commission procedures and final report; final gold pool share for the former Yugoslavia.

0029  242nd Meeting, February 10, 1998. 4 frames.  
**Major Topics:** Commission procedures; final gold pool shares for the former Yugoslavia and the Netherlands.

**Major Topics:** Commission procedures and final report; final gold pool share for the former Yugoslavia; closure of gold pool.

0036  240th Meeting, December 17, 1997. 5 frames.  
**Major Topics:** Commission procedures, archives, and final report; gold pool closure; final gold pool share for the former Yugoslavia.

0041  239th Meeting, November 19, 1997. 4 frames.  
**Major Topics:** Task Force on Compensation Fund; claims of Czech Republic, Slovak Republic, and the states of the former Yugoslavia; commission archives and final report.
0045 238th Meeting, August 26, 1997. 4 frames.  
_Major Topics:_ Commission procedures and final report; claims of Czech Republic, Slovak Republic, and the states of the former Yugoslavia; closure of gold pool.

0049 237th Meeting, July 17, 1997. 4 frames.  
_Major Topics:_ Commission procedures and final report; final gold pool of the former Yugoslavia; gold pool statistics.

0053 236th Meeting, June 27, 1997. 3 frames.  
_Major Topics:_ Commission procedures; Compensation Fund; final gold pool shares for the former Yugoslavia, the Czech Republic, and the Slovak Republic.

0056 235th Meeting, June 16, 1997. 4 frames.  
_Major Topic:_ Commission procedures and final report.

0060 234th Meeting, May 22, 1997. 3 frames.  
_Major Topic:_ Commission procedures.

0063 233rd Meeting, March 20, 1997. 4 frames.  
_Major Topics:_ Commission procedures; contacts with Jewish organizations.

0067 232nd Meeting, February 27, 1997. 7 frames.  
_Major Topic:_ Commission procedures, contacts with Jewish organizations, archives, and final report.

0074 231st Meeting, January 30, 1997. 6 frames.  
_Major Topics:_ Commission procedures and final report; contacts with Jewish organizations; Albanian claims.

0080 230th Meeting, December 17, 1996. 4 frames.  
_Major Topic:_ Commission procedures.

0084 229th Meeting, November 26, 1996. 5 frames.  
_Major Topics:_ Commission procedures and budget; contacts with Jewish organizations; closure of the gold pool.

0089 228th Meeting, October 15, 1996. 4 frames.  
_Major Topics:_ Commission procedures; Albanian claims.

0093 227th Meeting, September 18, 1996. 5 frames.  
_Major Topics:_ Commission procedures and final report; Albanian claims; claims on gold pool residue.

0098 226th Meeting, May 15, 1996. 3 frames.  
_Major Topics:_ Negotiations regarding Yugoslavian and Czechoslovakian claims; Albanian claims; commission final report.
Frame No.

0101 225th Meeting, March 13, 1996. 3 frames.
*Major Topics:* Commission procedures; Albanian claims; negotiations regarding Yugoslavian and Czechoslovakian claims.

0104 224th Meeting, January 9, 1996. 2 frames.
*Major Topics:* Commission accounts; Albanian claims.

0106 223rd Meeting, November 30, 1995. 4 frames.
*Major Topics:* Commission procedures; Albanian claims.

0110 222nd Meeting, September 12, 1995. 3 frames.
*Major Topics:* Commission procedures and final report; Albanian claims.

0113 221st Meeting, June 23, 1995. 4 frames.
*Major Topics:* Commission accounts, gold holdings, and procedures; Albanian claims.


**Background Documents**

*Major Topics:* Commission terms of reference, organization, and procedures; claims adjudications.

*Major Topic:* Albanian, Austrian, Belgian, Czech, and Greek claims.

*Major Topic:* Italian, Luxembourgian, Dutch, and Polish claims.

*Major Topics:* Yugoslav claims; Tripartite Agreement.
Reel 3
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0001  **TGC, 1971 Report, Volume III.** 47 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Commission accounts and gold deliveries; gold pool; protests and queries.

0048  **TGC, 1971 Report, Annexes 1–23.** 95 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Inter-Allied declaration on gold; Paris agreement on reparation; restitution and repayment agreements; foreign exchange control laws; gold questionnaire; gold claims, deliveries, and allocations.

*Major Topics:* Italo-Dutch Conciliation Commission; commission procedures; list of claims and allocations; gold distribution announcements; Polish and Dutch claims.


0970  **Le Rapport Final de al Commission aux Trois Gouvernements, 1998.** 29 frames.


Reel 4

Background Documents cont.

0001  **TGC, The Gold Book. [No Date.]** 64 frames.  
*Major Topic:* Gold allocations and deposits.

0065  **Gold Pool/Or Masse (File 1 of 2). May 1957–May 1988.** 133 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Transport and insurance of two gold bars; Albanian allocation; report of finding of Nazi gold in Norway declared to be a hoax; investigation into two missing gold bars; inventory of commission gold holdings; Czech allocation; gold delivery schedules.
0198  Gold Pool/Or Masse (File 2 of 2). December 1946–May 1957. 206 frames.  
*Major Topics:* Gold delivery schedules; distribution procedures; liquidation of German assets in Sweden; Salzburg gold; gold allocations.

*Major Topics:* Inventories of commission gold holdings and accounts; gold pool balances; allocations.

*Major Topics:* Gold transfers from Frankfurt to Bank of England and the Federal Reserve Bank of New York; receipting for Frankfurt gold; allocations; distribution procedures; gold deliveries; assaying and verification of commission gold holdings.

*Major Topics:* Investigation into two missing gold bars; transport and insurance of two gold bars; gold transfers from Frankfurt to Federal Reserve Bank of New York; inventories of commission gold holdings.

*Major Topics:* Gold transfers from British Zone to Bank of France and Bank of England; inventories of commission gold holdings.

**Reel 5**

**Background Documents cont.**

*Major Topics:* Deliveries of gold coins and bars to commission accounts; inquiries regarding “Gunther Wagner gold bar”; return of gold coins of historical or numismatic interest to Germany; inventories of commission gold holdings.

*Major Topics:* Deliveries of gold coins to commission accounts; gold transfers from French Zone to Bank of France; inventories of commission gold holdings.

*Major Topics:* Commission expenses; Salzburg gold delivered to gold pool; inventories of commission gold holdings; gold transfers from Austria to Federal Reserve Bank of New York and the Bank of England.
Gold Pool/Or Masse, Autriche–Zone UK [Austria, British Zone]. November 1951–October 1953. 75 frames. 
_Major Topics_: Gold transfers from Austria to the Bank of England; Koller gold case; commission expenses.

Gold Pool/Or Masse, Swiss/Suisse. May 1946–May 1948. 5 frames. 
_Major Topics_: Washington Accord with Switzerland on external assets; Swiss release of German gold.

_Major Topics_: Gold transfers from Sweden to Federal Reserve Bank of New York; commission expenses; liquidation of German assets in Sweden; inventories of commission gold holdings.


_Major Topics_: Gold transfers from Romania to Bank of England; inventories of commission gold holdings.

_Major Topics_: Commission expenses; gold transfers from Japan to Federal Reserve Bank of New York.

_Major Topics_: Gold transfers from BIS to Bank of England; receipting and accounting for BIS gold.

_Major Topics_: Portuguese claims; gold transfers from Portugal to Bank of England and Federal Reserve Bank of New York.

_Major Topic_: Silver delivery to Italy from Bank of England.

Reel 6

Background Documents cont.

Gold Pool/Or Masse, Possibilités de versements n’ayant pas eu suite. September 1953–February 1956. 54 frames. 
_Major Topics_: Possible hidden gold caches in French Zone of Germany; decision on disposition of two gold bars held by Federal Reserve Bank of New York.
Major Topic: Value of gold and silver bullion and coin held by the commanding general, U.S. Forces, European Theater at the Reichsbank in Frankfurt, Germany.

Gold Pool/Or Masse, [OMGUS Report], June 1941–September 1947. 94 frames.
Major Topics: Report on gold stocks seized in Yugoslavia; Yugoslav and Polish claims; U.S. military government report on recovery of Reichsbank precious metals.


Gold Pool/Or Masse, Acquisitions par les Banques centrales, etc. May 1947–December 1953. 166 frames.
Major Topics: Commission expenses; Belgian claims; Niboyet Report; claims by private persons and German banking institutions.

Major Topics: Dollfus Mieg case; gold transfers to Bank of England; Bank of England claims payments; Koller gold case.

Major Topic: Commission procedures and objectives.

Major Topics: Claims by private persons; inquiries regarding “Gunther Wagner gold bar”; Polish claims.

Major Topics: Commission accounts; French, Italian, Greek, Luxembourgian, Austrian, Czech, Slovak Republic, Dutch, Polish, Albanian, Slovenian, Macedonian, Croatian, Bosnian, and Yugoslav allocations.
SUBJECT INDEX

The following index is a guide to the major subjects in this microfilm publication. The first number after each entry refers to the reel, while the four-digit number following the colon refers to the frame number at which a particular folder containing information on the subject begins. Hence, 2: 0575 directs the user to the folder that begins at Frame 0575 of Reel 2. By referring to the Reel Index, which constitutes the initial segment of this guide, the user will find the folder title and a list of major topics, arranged in the order in which the material appears on the film.

Adjudications
    general 1: 0580, 0646; 2: 0575–0934

Administration
    general 1: 0144
    of gold pool 1: 0986
    secretariat appointments 1: 0180
    secretariat reorganization 1: 0084
    of Staff Provident Fund 1: 0599

Albania
    allocations to 1: 0011, 0076, 0080, 0084, 0091, 0710; 4: 0065; 6: 0930
    claims 1: 0004, 0017, 0035, 0070, 0073, 0090, 0092, 0135, 0141, 0153, 0186–0202, 0376, 0400, 0411, 0419, 0517, 0543–0568, 0616, 0703, 0710–0726, 0903, 0905; 2: 0074, 0089, 0093–0113, 0113, 0648
    final gold distribution to 2: 0015
    gold deliveries to 1: 0273, 0871; 2: 0008
    gold pool share—disposal of 1: 0001, 1021, 1032
    negotiations with 1: 0872, 0883

Allocations
    to Albania 1: 0011, 0076, 0080, 0084, 0091, 0710; 4: 0065; 6: 0930
    to Austria 1: 0011, 0022, 0044, 0061, 0076–0080, 0084, 0091, 0106, 0124, 0300; 6: 0930
    to Belgium 1: 0022, 0114, 0115, 0120, 0124, 0133, 0583
    to Bosnia 6: 0930
    to Croatia 6: 0930
    to Czechoslovakia 1: 0022, 0076, 0080, 0084, 0896–0900; 4: 0065
    to Czech Republic 6: 0930
    to France 1: 0120; 6: 0930
    general 3: 0048; 4: 0001, 0198, 0404, 0498
    to Greece 1: 0011, 0588; 6: 0930
    to Italy 1: 0020, 0124; 6: 0930
    letters of 1: 0580, 0616, 0625
    lists of 3: 0143
    to Luxembourg 1: 0114, 0115, 0124, 0583; 6: 0930
    to Macedonia 6: 0930
    to the Netherlands 1: 0011, 0022, 0110, 0120, 0588; 6: 0930
    to Poland 1: 0022; 6: 0930
    procedures 1: 0118, 0146
    to Slovak Republic 6: 0930
    to Slovenia 6: 0930
    to Yugoslavia 1: 0022, 0070, 0376; 2: 0005, 0008; 6: 0930

Assay and melting charges
    Bank of France 1: 0259, 0300

Assets
    German—in Sweden 4: 0198; 5: 0474

Austria
    allocations to 1: 0011, 0022, 0044, 0061, 0076–0080, 0084, 0091, 0106, 0124, 0300; 6: 0930
    claims 1: 0082, 0092, 0095, 0103, 0108, 0112, 0117, 0122, 0128, 0135, 0265, 0447, 0501, 0505, 0521, 0568, 0726, 0756; 2: 0648
    final gold distribution to 2: 0012, 0015
    gold deliveries to 1: 0002, 0710
    gold transfers 1: 0227; 5: 0258, 0394
    Salzburg 1: 0300, 0430, 0461, 0707, 0710, 0746, 0766; 4: 0198; 5: 0258
Bank for International Settlements (BIS)
gold losses 1: 0068
gold transfers to Bank of England 5: 0829
receipting and accounting for gold 5: 0829

Bank of England
claims payments 6: 0410
commission gold deposits in 6: 0220
gold deliveries to 1: 0004, 0007
gold transfers to 1: 0227, 0288, 0543;
  4: 0498, 0737; 5: 0258, 0394, 0619,
  0686, 0829, 0929; 6: 0410
interest on deposits 6: 0220
silver delivery to Italy 5: 0986

Bank of France
assay and melting charges 1: 0259,
  0300
expense reimbursement 1: 0273, 0282,
  0300, 0304
gold deliveries to 1: 0710
gold transfers to 4: 0737; 5: 0192

Banks; banking
German—claims by 6: 0244

Belgium
allocations 1: 0022, 0114, 0115, 0120,
  0124, 0133, 0583
claims 1: 0017, 0082, 0135, 0153, 0232,
  0240, 0265, 0371, 0376, 0419, 0425,
  0454, 0461, 0505–0521, 0657, 0661,
  0686, 0756; 2: 0648; 6: 0244
final gold distribution to 2: 0018, 0020
final gold pool share 2: 0022
gold deliveries to 1: 0434

Bosnia
allocations 6: 0930

Claims
Albania 1: 0004, 0017, 0035, 0070,
  0073, 0090, 0092, 0135, 0141, 0153,
  0186–0202, 0376, 0400, 0411, 0419,
  0517, 0543–0568, 0616, 0703, 0710–
  0726, 0903, 0905; 2: 0074, 0089,
  0093–0113, 0648
Austria 1: 0082, 0092, 0095, 0103,
  0108, 0112, 0117, 0122, 0128, 0135,
  0265, 0447, 0501, 0505, 0521, 0568,
  0726, 0756; 2: 0648

Belgium 1: 0017, 0082, 0135, 0153,
  0232, 0240, 0265, 0371, 0376, 0419,
  0425, 0454, 0461, 0505–0521, 0657,
  0661, 0675, 0756; 2: 0648; 6: 0244
Czechoslovakia 1: 0026, 0045, 0070,
  0090, 0092, 0103, 0108, 0135, 0141,
  0146–0159, 0186–0202, 0218, 0232,
  0255, 0259, 0278, 0293, 0336, 0359–
  0400, 0411, 0419, 0436, 0447, 0454,
  0505–0521, 0568, 0625, 0657–0669,
  0675, 0751, 0756, 0778, 0838,
  0903, 0905, 0909, 0916, 0927, 0980,
  1001; 2: 0098, 0101, 0648
Czech Republic 2: 0041, 0045
disallowed 1: 0278, 0282
France 1: 0045, 0521
general 3: 0048
German banking institutions 6: 0244
Greece 1: 0013, 0017, 0033–0038,
  0092, 0135, 0153, 0172, 0202, 0218,
  0232, 0240, 0255, 0288, 0273, 0311–
  0359, 0521–0548, 0583, 0756;
  2: 0648
insurance 1: 0288, 0300, 0304
Italy 1: 0033–0038, 0045, 0092, 0128,
  0135, 0141, 0159, 0198, 0202, 0227,
  0248, 0255, 0259, 0273, 0282–0293,
  0376, 0400, 0411, 0419, 0517, 0521,
  0602–0616, 0649, 0654, 0661, 0710–
  0726, 0746–0756; 2: 0807
list of 3: 0143
Luxembourg 1: 0017, 0045, 0103, 0153,
  0265, 0311, 0436, 0521, 0746–0756;
  2: 0807
Netherlands 1: 0070, 0073, 0092, 0135–
  0141, 0447–0454, 0505, 0543, 0568,
  0602–0616, 0654, 0657, 0778–0830,
  0838, 0846, 0973, 0980, 1001–1021;
  2: 0807; 3: 0143
payments by Bank of England 6: 0410
Poland 1: 0088, 0112, 0133, 0135,
  0141, 0153, 0186–0202, 0227, 0248,
  0273, 0293, 0330, 0340, 0359, 0376,
  0408, 0411, 0740, 0756, 0922–0925,
  0933, 0951, 0962, 0967; 2: 0807;
  3: 0143; 6: 0126, 0726
Portugal 5: 0929
by private persons 1: 0035, 0070, 0080,
  0082, 0088, 0232, 0263; 6: 0244,
  0726
recommendations 1: 0602, 0605
reviews of 1: 0304
Romania 1: 0052
Slovak Republic 2: 0041, 0045
study of 1: 0159
Yugoslavia 1: 0004, 0017, 0038, 0045, 0073, 0135, 0153, 0198, 0202, 0213, 0218, 0232, 0240, 0259, 0265, 0273, 0278, 0359, 0371, 0400, 0436, 0454, 0461, 0517, 0521, 0548, 0673, 0675, 0703, 0707, 0726–0751, 0766;
2: 0098, 0101, 0934; 6: 0126
Yugoslavian successor states 2: 0041, 0045

Coins
gold and silver 6: 0055
return of historical or numismatic value 5: 0001

Commanding general, U.S. Forces,
European Theater
value of gold and silver bullion and coins held by 6: 0055

Compensation Fund
2: 0053
see also Task Force on Compensation Fund

Croatia
allocations 6: 0930

Czechoslovakia
allocations 1: 0022, 0076, 0080, 0084, 0896–0900; 4: 0065
claims 1: 0026, 0045, 0070, 0090, 0092, 0103, 0108, 0135, 0141, 0146–0159, 0186–0202, 0218, 0232, 0255, 0259, 0278, 0293, 0336, 0359–0400, 0411, 0419, 0436, 0447, 0454, 0505–0521, 0568, 0625, 0657–0669, 0675, 0751, 0756, 0778, 0786, 0838, 0903, 0905, 0909, 0916, 0927, 0980, 1001; 2: 0098, 0101, 0648
gold deliveries to 1: 0026, 0740, 0883–0894, 1021–1039
see also Czech Republic
see also Slovak Republic

Czech Republic
allocations 6: 0930
claims 2: 0041, 0045
final gold distribution to 2: 0012, 0015
final gold pool share 2: 0053

Dalberto, Jacques
chairman 1: 0905

Daspit, Alex
chairman 1: 0251

Denmark
gold pool position 1: 0838

Distribution schedule
1: 0616
Elections
of commission chairman 1: 0576

European Theater
commanding general, U.S. Forces 6: 0055
Federlev Reserve Bank of New York
disposition of two gold bars held by 6: 0001
gold transfers to 1: 0707, 0710; 4: 0498, 0638; 5: 0258, 0474, 0619, 0784, 0929

Foreign exchange
control laws 3: 0048
France
allocations 1: 0120; 6: 0930
claims 1: 0045, 0521
gold deliveries to 1: 0011, 0013
see also Bank of France

Frankfurt, Germany
gold consignments 1: 0013, 0017
gold distribution 1: 0141
gold receipts 1: 0288
gold transfers 1: 0038, 0126; 4: 0498, 0538
gold transport 1: 0026, 0055–0064, 0070–0078, 0082–0087, 0095, 0098, 0102

Germany
assets in Sweden 4: 0198; 5: 0474
banking institutions—claims by 6: 0244
release of gold by Switzerland 5: 0469
return of gold coins of historical or numismatic value to 5: 0001
see also Frankfurt, Germany

Germany, British Zone
gold returns from 1: 0068
gold transfers to Bank of England 4: 0737

Germany, French Zone
gold transfers to Bank of France 5: 0192
hidden gold caches in 1: 0715; 6: 0001
Gold
BIS—receipting and accounting for 5: 0829
caches—in French Zone of Germany 1: 0715; 6: 0001
consignments—Frankfurt, Germany 1: 0013, 0017
deposits 4: 0001
Inter-Allied declaration on 3: 0048
losses—by BIS 1: 0068
questionnaire 3: 0048
receipts 1: 0288
recovery—from Switzerland 1: 0690
returns 1: 0068
transport—Frankfurt, Germany 1: 0026,
0055–0064, 0070–0078, 0082–0087,
0095, 0098, 0102
transportation costs 1: 0669
verification and insurance of 1: 0890
see also Gold accounts
see also Gold bars
see also Gold deliveries
see also Gold distribution
see also Gold holdings
see also Gold pool
see also Gold pool shares
see also Gold transfers
Gold accounts
1: 0905; 2: 0104, 0113; 3: 0001;
4: 0404; 5: 0001, 0192; 6: 0220, 0930
Gold bars
“Gunther Wagner”—inquiries regarding
5: 0001; 6: 0726
held by Federal Reserve Bank of New
York—disposition of 6: 0001
missing—investigation into 4: 0065,
0638
transport and insurance of 4: 0065,
0638
Gold deliveries
1: 0905; 2: 0104, 0113; 3: 0001;
4: 0404; 5: 0001, 0192; 6: 0220, 0930
Gold pool
administration of 1: 0986
Albanian share disposal 1: 1001, 1021,
1032
balances 4: 0404
closure of 2: 0093
Danish position on 1: 0838
general 3: 0001
residue—claims on 2: 0093
Salzburg gold delivered to 5: 0258
statistics 2: 0049
transfers 1: 0108
Yugoslavia successor states share—
distribution of 2: 0002
Gold pool shares
for Belgium 2: 0022
for Czech Republic 2: 0053
for the former Yugoslavia 2: 0025–0036,
0049, 0053
Gold transfers
for Greece 2: 0022
for Italy 2: 0022
for Macedonia 2: 0022
for the Netherlands 2: 0022, 0029
for Slovak Republic 2: 0053

Gold transfers
to Bank of England 1: 0227, 0288, 0543; 4: 0498, 0737; 5: 0258, 0394, 0619, 0686, 0839, 0929; 6: 0410
to Bank of France 4: 0737; 5: 0192
to Federal Reserve Bank of New York 1: 0707, 0710; 4: 0498, 0638; 5: 0258, 0474, 0619, 0784, 0929
Frankfurt, Germany 1: 0038, 0126

Greece
allocations to 1: 0011, 0588; 6: 0930
claims 1: 0013, 0017, 0033–0038, 0092, 0135, 0153, 0172, 0202, 0218, 0232, 0240, 0255, 0268, 0273, 0311–0359, 0521–0548, 0583, 0756; 2: 0648
final gold distribution to 2: 0012, 0015
final gold pool share 2: 0022

“Gunther Wagner” gold bar
inquiries regarding 5: 0001; 6: 0726

Insurance
claims 1: 0288, 0300, 0304
general 1: 0890
for two gold bars 4: 0065, 0638

Inter-Allied declaration on gold
3: 0048

Interest
on commission gold deposits in Bank of England 6: 0220

Istcambi gold
1: 0710, 0732, 0740, 0756

Italo-Dutch Conciliation Commission
1: 0842; 3: 0143

Italy
allocations 1: 0020, 0124; 6: 0930
Bank of England silver delivery to 5: 0986
claims 1: 0033–0038, 0045, 0092, 0128, 0135, 0141, 0159, 0198, 0202, 0227, 0248, 0255, 0259, 0273, 0282–0293, 0376, 0400, 0411, 0419, 0517, 0521, 0602–0616, 0649, 0654, 0661, 0710–0726, 0746–0756; 2: 0807
final gold distribution to 2: 0012, 0018, 0020
final gold pool share 2: 0022

gold deliveries to 1: 0002
see also Italo-Dutch Conciliation Commission

Japan
gold transfers to Federal Reserve Bank of New York 5: 0784

Jewish organizations
contacts with 2: 0063–0074, 0084

Kaufman, Robert
chairman 1: 0909

Koller gold case
5: 0394; 6: 0410

Lombard, Guy
chairman 1: 0869

Luxembourg
allocations 1: 0114, 0115, 0124, 0583; 6: 0930
claims 1: 0017, 0045, 0103, 0153, 0265, 0311, 0436, 0521, 0746–0756; 2: 0807
final gold distribution to 2: 0012, 0015

Macedonia
allocations 6: 0930
final gold pool share 2: 0022

McDonnell, M. E.
chairman 1: 0873

Meetings
minutes of 1: 0001–1039; 2: 0001–0529

Mieg, Dollfus
case 1: 0213, 0268, 0293, 0434, 0715, 0726, 0740; 6: 0410

Military government, U.S.
agreement with 1: 0022
report on Reichsbank precious metals 6: 0126

Negotiations
with Albania 1: 0872, 0883
regarding Yugoslav and Czech claims 2: 0098, 0101

Netherlands
allocations to 1: 0011, 0022, 0110, 0120, 0588; 6: 0930
final gold distribution to 2: 0020
final gold pool share 2: 0022, 0029
Netherlands cont.
gold deliveries to 1: 0225, 0227, 0411, 0933
see also Italo-Dutch Conciliation Commission

Niboyet Report
6: 0244

Norway
report on finding Nazi gold declared a hoax 1: 0874; 4: 0065

Office of Military Government for Germany, United States
6: 0126
see also Military government, U.S.

Paris Agreement on reparations
3: 0048

Phillips, Ruth H.
chairman 1: 0916

Poland
allocations 1: 0022; 6: 0930
claims 1: 0088, 0112, 0133, 0135, 0141, 0153, 0186–0202, 0227, 0248, 0273, 0293, 0330, 0340, 0359, 0376, 0408, 0411, 0740, 0756, 0922–0925, 0933, 0951, 0962, 0967; 2: 0807; 3: 0143; 6: 0126, 0726
final gold distribution to 2: 0012, 0015
gold deliveries to 1: 0740, 0918, 0920

Portugal
claims 5: 0929
gold transfers 5: 0929

Private claims
1: 0035, 0070, 0080, 0082, 0088, 0232, 0263; 6: 0244, 0726

Procedures
allocation 1: 0118, 0146
gold distribution 4: 0198, 0498
restitution 1: 0153–0176

Protests
3: 0001

Reichsbank
6: 0055, 0126

Reparations
Paris agreement on 3: 0048

Reports
final 2: 0002–0012, 0025, 0033, 0036, 0041, 0045, 0049, 0056, 0067, 0074, 0093, 0098, 0110
general 1: 0861, 0967, 0973, 0986–0998
Niboyet 6: 0244
1971
Annexes 3: 0048, 0143, 0771, 0865
Volume I 2: 0575; 3: 0247
Volume III 3: 0001, 0724

Romania
claims 1: 0052
gold transfers to the Bank of England 5: 0686

Salzburg, Austria
gold 1: 0300, 0430, 0461, 0707, 0710, 0746, 0766; 4: 0198; 5: 0258

Silver
deliveries—to Italy 5: 0986

Slovak Republic
allocations 6: 0930
claims 2: 0041, 0045
final gold distribution to 2: 0012, 0015
final gold pool share 2: 0053

Slovenia
allocations 6: 0930

Spain
gold transfers
to Bank of England 1: 0288; 5: 0619
to Federal Reserve Bank of New York 5: 0619

Staff Provident Fund
1: 0599, 0998

Statistics
gold pool 2: 0049

Sweden
German assets in 4: 0198; 5: 0474
gold deliveries to 1: 0186, 0202, 0227, 0268, 0273
gold transfers to Federal Reserve Bank of New York 5: 0474
Switzerland
- gold recovery from 1: 0690
- release of German gold 5: 0469
- Washington Accord with 5: 0469

Task Force on Compensation Fund
- 2: 0041
- see also Compensation Fund

Transport
- gold—Frankfurt, Germany 1: 0026,
  0055–0064, 0070–0078, 0082–0087,
  0095, 0098, 0102

Transportation costs
- 1: 069

Tripartite Agreement
- 2: 0934

Tripartite Gold Commission
- composition 1: 0211
- expenses 1: 0144, 0870, 0892, 0936,
  0941, 0951, 0973; 2: 0084; 5: 0258,
  0394, 0474, 0619, 0784; 6: 0244
- inventories 4: 0065, 0404, 0638, 0737;
  5: 0001–0258, 0474, 0686
- meeting minutes 1: 0001–0039;
  2: 0001–0529
- nominations 1: 0067
- organization 2: 0757
- reports 1: 0861, 0967, 0973, 0986–
  0998; 2: 0002–0012, 0025, 0033,
  0036, 0041, 0045, 0049, 0056, 0067,
  0074, 0093, 0098, 0110; 2: 0575,
  0648–0934; 3: 0001, 0048, 0143,
  0247, 0319–0606, 0771, 0724, 0865;
  6: 0244
- secretariat 1: 0084, 0180
- terms of reference 2: 0575
- U.S. representation 1: 0213

Tschalkowsky, Sergei de
- election as chairman 1: 0913

United Kingdom
- see Bank of England

United States
- representation on commission 1: 0213
- see also Military government, U.S.

Washington Accord
- 5: 0469

Winchester, I. S.
- chairman 1: 0925

Wingate, Sir Ronald
- chairman 1: 0576

Yugoslavia
- allocations 1: 0022, 0070, 0376;
  2: 0005, 0008; 6: 0930
- claims 1: 0004, 0017, 0038, 0045, 0073,
  0135, 0153, 0198, 0202, 0213, 0218,
  0232, 0240, 0259, 0265, 0273, 0278,
  0359, 0371, 0400, 0436, 0454, 0461,
  0517, 0521, 0548, 0673, 0675, 0703,
  0707, 0726–0751, 0766; 2: 0098,
  0101, 0934; 6: 0126
- final gold pool share 2: 0025–0036,
  0053
- gold deliveries to 1: 0304, 0710, 0740
- gold stocks seized in—report on 6: 0126

Yugoslavia successor states
- claims 2: 0041, 0045
- distribution of gold pool share to 2: 0002
- see also Bosnia
- see also Croatia
- see also Macedonia
- see also Slovenia
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HOLOCAUST ERA RESEARCH COLLECTIONS

Part 1: Meetings and Background Documents

The Safehaven Program
Part 1: Files of the FBI

Art Looting and Nazi Germany: Records of the Fine Arts and Monuments Adviser, Ardelia Hall, 1945–1961
Part 2: Subject Files

Papers of the War Refugee Board
Part 1: Correspondence and Report Files, February 1944–September 1945

The Emil J. Gumbel Collection: Political Papers of an Anti-Nazi Scholar in Weimar and Exile, 1914–1966

Jewish Displaced Persons Periodicals from the Collections of the Yivo Institute

Leni Riefenstahl’s Triumph of the Will

Related collections

Confidential U.S. State Department Central Files, Germany: Internal Affairs, 1930–1944

OSS/State Department Intelligence and Research Reports, Part IV. Germany and Its Occupied Territories during World War II

U.S. Military Intelligence Reports, Germany, 1919–1941

U.S. Military Intelligence Reports, Germany, 1941–1944
Part I: Geography, Population and Social Conditions, Politics and Government, Economy, Finance
Part II: National Defense, Army, Navy, and Military Aviation
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